
5 minute  highlight film, delivered in 4k                                                     

Wedding Trailer, 60 sec highlight trailer of your Wedding Day for
sharing on instagram and social media

8 hours of coverage

2nd Videographer

4k digital download of final film and 1080p digital download for
mobile 

Custom royalty free music

Vows and speeches will be recorded and intertwined into final video

Final video will be edited and delivered within 6 weeks

Base Package includes: $2500.00



5 minute film 

7 Minute Film

10 Minute Film (Most Popular)

15-20 minute film

                         Add ons:
 

included in base                     

Add 2 more minutes to your final Wedding Film. That is 2 more
minutes memories, emotions, and details

Add an additional 5 minutes to your base film. The 10 minute is
what most want. It allows us to utilize every captured moment into
your film. Your wedding film will be displayed beautifully!

Now your wedding will be a beautifully cinematic short film.
Speeches, vows will not need to be shortened as much and your
story will be thoughtfully presented. This will be a pure spectacle!

$399.00

$0

$875.00

$1599.00



Ceremony Edit

Toasts Edit

Expedited Edit- 1 week

The "FOMO" Edit

Along with your highlight film, you will receive your entire
ceremony from start to finish.  Footage will be spliced together
and color graded.  Don't miss this intimate moment.

Full toasts with edit including the best angles and audio files we
have available. 

Bond Media understands how exciting it is to enjoy your film so
we will prioritize your wedding video to ensure a 1 week delivery.

Have a fear of missing out on all of the many little moments
throughout the day? We're happy to offer our FOMO edit which
is essentiallyt a 3-4 hour video of everything we shot that day. 
 We will place all the footage from that day chronologically and
deliver it to you. We will remove any shaky or duplicated shots. 
 This will not be color graded, film will not include background
music. This is great if you want the full raw feeling from guests
response, to birds chirping in the background.  This will be
delivered seperatly from your final Wedding Film.

$599.00

$199.00

$799.00

$999.00


